Artefacts, paintings, drawings, perfumes inspired by food and wine and created to
stimulate the senses of sight and smell
IN TWO SENSES
Food and wine visions and inhalations
MÚSES, European Academy of Essences
Via Sant'Andrea 53, 12038 Savigliano (CN)
After the success at MIAAO in Turin, the exhibition DOPPIO SENSO continues at
MÚSES- European Academy of Essences, in Savigliano. To celebrate the event,
Thursday 21st June, from 6 pm, MÚSES was open to the public until 11.00 pm. The
exhibition will be held until 30th September and it will be accessible during the
museum opening hours.
Organized by MIAAO and MÚSES, the summer exhibition has been conceived as
part of the calendar of events related to the Bocuse d'or Europe, the world haute
cuisine competition that this year was hold in Turin.
IN TWO SENSES - Wine and food visions and inhalations includes a set of works of art
and design involving both sight and smell, specially created for the occasion by
Piedmontese pioneers such as Corrado Bonomi, Luisa Bocchietto, Titti Garelli,
Franco Giletta and Plinio Martelli. Beside the art works, glass scent diffusers allow
visitors to inhale traditional and eccentric gourmand aromas: from the fragrances
of sugared almonds and fruits to the smell of bacon and barbecued meat.
On the occasion of the opening on Thursday, June 21st, the artist Corrado Bonomi
set up a street food stall and “served” - at the request of the participants and
according to taste - some "pizzas" painted on the spot on take-away boxes,
precious souvenirs for the lucky recipients.
In addition to the exhibition IN TWO SENSES, MÚSES is already hosting works of art
on the theme of sensoriality realized by the international artists of the Creative
Europe project (2014-2020) AMuSE. Young emerging artists from Italy, Malta, the
Netherlands and Lithuania after an artistic residence in Savigliano left their
installations inspired by senses at Palazzo Taffini enriching the museum collection.
Curated by MIAAO (Visions) and MÚSES (Inhalations)
From 21st June to 30th September 2018 at Palazzo Taffini in via Sant'Andrea 53, Savigliano (CN)
Opening hours: Tuesday to Sunday 10 am-1pm and 2 pm-6pm.
Admission included in the MÚSES ticket (7 euros per person, 5 euros for groups)
M: info@musesaccademia.it; T: 0172 375025
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